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A gadget is a useful, clever and innovative device designed to improve the quality of life or make a 
particular task easier to accomplish. Gadgets are very ordinary products that tend to be more unusual or 
cleverly designed. 
Spoon Scale. With baking, precision is absolutely vital. Measuring your wet ingredients and your dry 
ingredients with  new ultra-precise spoon scale. With two spoons included, you can scoop out just the right 
amount of sugar, or even 10-1 grams of salt. 
Projection Alarm Clock and Weather Monitor. This alarm clock and weather monitor projects the current 
time and outdoor temperature onto your ceiling or wall in large, easy-to-read digits. A built-in sensor 
detects ambient light and activates the large LCD’s backlighting for a clear view. Shows time, alarm, 
temperature at the three included sensors’ locations, and weather forecast icons. Time is automatically 
updated via radio signal from the Atomic Clock in Boulder, Colorado. With dual alarm and snooze. 
PoGo Instant Photo Printer. You’ve probably got oldest of photos trapped inside your mobile phone and 
digital camera. But how do you print them off when you’re out and about? No, you don’t cart around a 
computer, a tech-nerd and a bulky printer. You don’t even dust off your raincoat and head to the nearest 
photo lab. You use the revolutionary PoGo Instant Photo Printer. 
Tao Photo Keychain. Remember when picture keychains involved passport photos and see-through plastic? 
The Tao Digital Photo Keychain is one doozy of a gadget with on-board memory to load up 99 of your 
favourite photos and show them off on a large 1.5 inch LCD screen. 
Good Nite Lite. Being a parent would also make you wear another hat – that of being a zombie, since when 
your little one doesn’t sleep, nobody else at home gets their sleep. That’s the way things have been all the 
while, but with the Good Nite Lite, we hope that the situation would end up being the better for you. It 
basically teaches your little one the difference between night and day as long as he/she is able to recognize 
the difference between the Sun and the Moon. When night falls, the Moon will shine brightly to fill up the 
room with a gentle light, while the Sun’s rays will shine brightly when morning comes (at your preset time, 
of course). Measuring 6″ in diameter, the Good Nite Lite retails for $34.99 and makes for a great teaching 
tool for your little one, while helping regulate your own sleeping pattern to that of a normal human. 
Ball that measures how far it was thrown. A football (American) that can measure and display how far it has 
been thrown, so next time you throw a great touch down pass you can brag about the distance accurately 
(rather than saying it went really really far).Known as the Virtual Distance Football, the distance thrown is 
calculated by using sensors to detect when the ball is thrown and then the impact of a catch or fumble 
(though how it knows the distance between the two is beyond me). 
The Floating Sofa, measuring 68″ in diameter. This inflatable waterborne sofa is able to comfortably seat 
three adults. It is meant for use in swimming pools or other calm waters. A trio of inflatable pillows 
complete the collection, where it is made from resilient PVC that is both puncture- and UV-resistant, with a 
maximum weight support of 350 lbs. Device comes with a battery powered pump that is able to inflate and 
deflate the Floating Sofa within minutes. 
